Recognition of chiral zwitterionic interactions at nanoscale interfaces by chiroplasmonic nanosensors.
The ability to detect chiral molecules renders plasmonic nanosensors as promising tools for the study of chirality phenomena in living systems. Using gold nanorod based plasmonic nanosensors, we investigated here typically chiral zwitterionic electrostatic (Zw-Es) and hydrogen-bonding (Hb) interactions occurring via amine and carboxylic groups at nanoscale interfaces in aqueous solutions. Our results reveal that the plasmonic circular dichroism responses of the nanosensors can have both conformational sensitivity and chiral selectivity to the interfacial molecular interactions. Such a dual function of the plasmonic nanosensors enables a new chiroptical way to differentiate between chiral Zw-Es and Hb interactions, to monitor the transformation between these two interaction forces, and particularly to recognize homochiral Zw-Es interactions in solution. Together with the surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) technique, this plasmonic CD based biosensing could have important values for the insightful understanding of chirality-dependent molecular recognition in biological and pharmaceutical systems.